Introducing Three Reports to Provide Visibility for Early Intervention

1. **Top 5 Interventions** provides access to top points of elevated risk at a glance.

2. **Response Rate** indicates how your workforce responded to specific questions.

3. **Intervention Responses** enable you to hear directly from your frontline and drill down further when needed.
Top 5 Interventions

- Highlights top 5 points of elevated risk identified in your workflows
- Enables early intervention to improve processes and avoid safety incidents
- Filter by timeframe to see different snapshots of the data
- Filter by workflow to see interventions for that workflow only
- Hover over the chart to see the complete text of questions along with the number of responses for selected time period
- Select “View All” to see a complete list of interventions for the selected time period
Response Rate

• Highlights how your team has responded to your most important questions
• Drop-down menu allows you to select the question you want to see within a specific workflow
• Responses will be filtered for the time period selected at the top
• Currently looks at the most recent data from your latest workflow versions
• Future versions of the Response Rate report will include historical data when possible
Intervention Responses

- Quickly see the latest 5 intervention responses directly from your frontline
- Click through to see completed workflow with full access to all responses
- Responses will be filtered for the time period selected at the top
Questions?
Email support@anvl.com or call 833-268-5723

We welcome your feedback.
Email feedback@anvl.com